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Exceptionally high out-
migration from cities

“The pandemic was also 
associated with an upsurge 
in net migration losses for 
the largest cities”



This case: Oslo

 Capital of Norway

 Population: 700,000

 Harder hit by Covid-

19 than most other 

parts of Norway



• Describe the characterstics of those who moved from Oslo in 2020 and 

2021 compared with those who moved from the city in the previous years

• To other parts of Norway

• To other countries

• Use the descriptions to discuss whether they will move back after the 

pandemic

• Assumptions: Age matters, occupation matters, place of birth matters, family matters

• Data and methods: 

• Microdata.no (register data from Statistics Norway) – descriptives and multinomial regression

Aims of the study



Who left Oslo in 2020 and 2021? (part I)



Who left Oslo in 2020 and 2021? (part II)



Who left Oslo in 2020-21? (part III) Realister, sivilingeniører m.v.

Rådgivere innen økonomi, 

administrasjon og salg

IKT-rådgivere

Kontoryrker

Kokker, servitører, 
bartendere, frisører og annen 
personlig tjenesteyting, 
sikkerhetsarbeidere

Pleie- og omsorgsarbeidere



Who left Oslo in 2020 and 2021? (part IV)



Results, in short

Compared to the years before 2020, the movers from Oslo in 2020 (and 

2021) were 

• Somewhat older 

• More often professionals, clerical support workers, managers, and technicians

& associated professionals

• More often born outside Oslo (and for emigration: more often an immigrant)

• Also increase among service and sales workers (in 2020)

• More often without children in the family













Where did they move?

Although the Covid-19 

pandemic seems to have 

affected who moves out of 

Oslo, it does not seem to 

have affected where people 

move when leaving Oslo.



Where did they move? (part II)

* The municipality is part of Oslo housing and labor market region, ** and the urban settlement of Oslo covers (part of) the municipality.



What about future in-migration to Oslo?

• It may decrease:

• Affected by the same determinants as out-

migration (teleworking, network, housing prices)

• It may increase:

• Those who only left temporarily in 2020 will

come back

• Teleworkers with jobs other places may choose

to live in Oslo

Is high out-migration the new trend?

• Yes:

• Teleworking becoming more common

• The network effect

• High housing prices

• No:

• The most prone to leave Oslo have 

already left

• The movers may affect the housing 

(and labor) market

Two more questions



The latest updates

• High out-migration 

may be connected

to the pandemic

(and not last very

much longer)

• Not much change in 

internal in-migration


